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COMPARISON OF DETERMINISTIC AND STOCHASTIC
TECHNIQUES FOR ESTIMATION OF DESIGN BASIS
FLOODS FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

ASSTRACT

The IAEA Safety Guide 5O-SG-S1OA recommends that design basis floods be
estimated by deterministic techniques using probable maximum precipitation
and a rainfall runoff model to evaluate the corresponding flood. The
Guide indicates Chat stochastic techniques are also acceptable in which
case floods of very low probability have to be estimated. The paper compares
the results of applying the two techniques in two river basins at a number
of locations and concludes that the uncertainty of the results of both
techniques is of the same order of magnitude. However, the use of the unit
hydrograph as the rainfall runoff model may lead in some cases to non-
conservative estimates. A distributed non-linear rainfall runoff model leads
to estimates of probable maximum flood flows which are very close to values
of flows having a 10^ - 10' years return interval estimated using a
conservative and relatively simple stochastic technique. Recommendations
on'the practical application of Safety Guide 50-SG-S10A are made and the
extension of the stochastic technique to ungauged sites and other design
parameters is discussed.

RESUME

Le Guide de surete n° 50-SG-S10A de l'AIEA recommande d'utiliser une methode
detenniniste pour estimer les crues hypothetiques de base, d'apres la
precipitation naximale probable et un modele d'ecoulement des eaux pluviales
pour evaluer les crues correspondantes. Le Guide indique qu'une methode
stochastique peut aussi s'averer acceptable; cependant une probabilite
d'occurrence tres petite devrait etre considered dans ce cas. Nous comparons
dans cet article les resultats obtenus par les deux techniques a differents
endroits de deux bassins versants. Nous arrivons a la conclusion que
1'incertitude des resultats est d'une meme etendue pour les deux cas.
Cependant, en ce qui concerne la methode deterministe, l'utilisation d'un
hydrogramme unitaire comme modele d'ecoulement des eaux pluviales peut
conduire a des estimes peu realistes dans certains cas. :Un modele non
lineaire discret d'ecoulement des eaux, par contre, donne des resultats tres
proches de ceux obtenus par une technique stochastique realiste et relativement
simple, pour des crues ayant une periode de retour de 10" a 10' annees. Des
recommandations sur 1'application pratique du Guide de sui:ete n° 50-SG-S10A
sont donnees; suit une discussion sur 1'extension de la technique stochastique
a des sites non calibres et sur d'autres paramStres de conception.

DISCLAIMER " ~ ~

The Atomic Energy Control Board is not responsible for the accuracy of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this publication and neither the
Board nor the author assumes liability with respect to any damage or loss
incurred as a result of the use made of the information contained in this
publication.
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ABSTRACT

The IAEA Safety Guide 50-SG-S10A recommends that design basis floods
be estimated by deterministic techniques using Drobable maximum
precipitation and a rainfall runoff model to evaluate the corres-
ponding flood.' The Guide indicates that stochastic techniques are
also acceptable in which case floods of very low probability have to
be estimated. The paper compares the results of aDolyina the tv/o
techniques in two river basins at a number of locations and con-
cludes that the uncertainty of the results of both techniques is of
the same order of magnitude. However, the use of the unit hydro-
graph as the rainfall runoff model may lead in some cases to non-
conservative estimates. A distributed non-linear rainfall runoff
model leads to estimates of probable maximum fJood flows which are
very close to values of flows having a 10 - 10 years return inter-
val estimated using a conservative and relatively simple stochastic
technique. Recommendations on the practical apolication of Safety
Guide 50-SG-10A are made and the extension of the stochastic tech-
nique to ungauged sites and other design parameters is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The IAEA Safety Guide 50-SG-S10A recommends that design basis floods be esti-
mated by deterministic techniques using probable maximum precipitation (PMP)
and a rainfall runoff model to evaluate the corresponding probable maximum
flood (PMF) as the design basis flood for nuclear facilities. The Puide
indicates that stochastic techniques are also acceptable, in which case floods
of very lovt probability have to be estimated. The World Meteorological
Organization made recently similar recommendations. During the last three
years the AECB has initiated studies ' , through an engineering consultino
firm, having the objective of developing the techniques required for the
application of these recommendations and of comoaring their results when
applied to two Canadian rivers. Additional objectives of these studies were
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to estimate the intrinsic (and generally not recognized) uncertainty related
to the application of the deterministic technique, to investigate the possibi-
lities of applying the techniques to ungauged river sites, and of extendinq it
to other design parameters. The main results obtained so far in these
studies, based on the application of the two techniaues to two river basins at
several locations, are presented in this paper.

2. DETERMINISTIC TECHNIQUES

The application of deterministic techniques to the estimation of the design
basis flood involves three stages: the development (or adaptation) of a so
called deterministic rainfall runoff model to the basin under consideration,
the estimation of the PMP for that basin, and the simulation of the F"F as an
output of the rainfall runoff model when the PMP is used as input. All three
stages involve significant uncertainties.

The two n'ver basins which were used as testing grounds for the analysis are
those of the Grand River and the Serpent River. Their location is shown in
Figure 1. The basins present significant differences from the viewpoint of
climate, surficial geology, and vegetation. Both river basins are in a tem-
perate climate zone, but the Grand River has a relatively moderate temoerature
variation, whereas in the Serpent River this variation is extreme. The Prand
River basin is covered by relatively thick soil, whereas the soil cover in the
Serpent River, which is located in the Canadian Shield, is thin. Most of the
Grand River has been deforested for agricultural and urban development and,
except for three relatively small man-made lakes, there are no lakes of siani-
ficance in this river basin. Most of the Serpent River basin is covered by
forest, and a significance portion (20%) by lakes, which reduce to a very
large extent the variation, of flow.

In both river basins two different rainfall runoff models were used, as well
as two different values of PMP, as obtained from two different sources. This
was done to illustrate the uncertainties of the so-called deterministic
techniques.

The first rainfall-runoff model is the unit bydrograph (UH) technioue, since
it is the one specifically mentioned in IAEA and is widely used. The major
assumption of the unit hydrograph technique is that the river basin response
to a precipitation input is linear, i.e. that precipitation and flow very
according to a linear relationship. In fact, it is well known that this
assumption is not supported by experience or theoretical analysis, and - from
the viewpoint of estimation of design basis flood - is non-conservative. The
shape and peak value of a unit hydrograph may vary greatly with the charac-
teristics of the generating storm. To illustrate this, two different unit
hydrographs were considered in the study of the Grand River, at the Palt
gauging station (drainage area 3495 Km ). The first was the "official" one,
i.e., the one accepted at an official inquiry on a flood event by the Grand
River Commission Authority, the second was based on a recent (1975) storm in
the basin. The peak flow value of the second unit hydrograph is about 2.5
times larger than that of the first. The shape was accordingly different
(Figure 2).
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The two sources for estimating PMP were Bruce and Soil Conservation . The
value estimated by the latter in the area of interest is about 37% laraer than
that recommended by the former in the Grand River basin and 50" in the Serpent
River basin. Probable maximum flood peak values obtained by aDDlyino the two
techniques and the two values of PMP in the Grand River basin at the Pait
gauging station lead to the results shown in Table I. Similar results were
obtained in the Serpent River basin (Table II).

3. STOCHASTIC METHOD

Stochastic methods are techniques of combined deterministic and statistical
analysis and synthesis of time (space) series of data with the ouroose c-
extending such series and defining from the extended series the magnitude or

rare events. To put stochastic methods in proper relation to the deter-
ministic ones, one may state that the former attempt to determine by the
analysis-synthesis process the asymptote of the freauency curve that is
directly estimated by the latter. The application of stochasticjp/nethods in
hydrology has been discussed by Kisiel , Kottegoda , and Yevjevich""' , etc.

TABLE I

Comparison of PMF Estimates
• Obtained Using Two Different Rainfall-Runoff

Models and Two Different PMP Estimates
(Grand River Basin)

Model

Official UH

1975 UH

Distributed
rainfall-runoff
model

PHP Estimate
According to

Bruce
Soil Conservation

Service

Bruce
Soil Conservation

Service

Bruce
Soil Conservation

Service

PMF Peak Value
(m /s)

11,49?

15,746

22,175

30,303

41,348

67,969

Because of the combined deterministic-statistical treatment of the time series
of data, it is possible to estimate the error or the confidence limits affect-
ing the results obtained from a stochastic method. This provides a basis for
estimating the risk related to the use of certain design basis values.

In contrast to the deterministic methods, the stochastic methods do not oro-
vide a continuous flood hydrograph and related information on rate of chance
in flow (levels). Therefore, when stochastic methods are applied it is
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necessary to make additional hydrologic computations to estimate a reasonably
conservative set of hydrologic parameters required for NPP siting and desiqn.
Such parameters include at least: discharge peak and variation during the
flood event; and velocities, average and variation in the cross section for
important discharge values including the peak one. As these hydrological
characteristics are easier to obtain when deterministic methods of flood
estimation are used, it appears advisable to apply both techniques and use the
stochastic technique to evaluate the probability of the deterministicallv
estimated peak flood. This was in fact the approach used in the studies
reported in this paper.

3.1 Stochastic Analysis

Stochastic methods of analysis of time (space) series nroceed from the assumn-
tion that each series represents a numerical expression of a process aenerated
by a limited number of definable and significant causes, and an infinite
number of small causes. The first type of causes are initially identified in
the analysis and their effect removed from the data series. In fact, in sore
actual cases of time series analysis it may happen that the effect of a siani-
ficant cause is identified, but the cause itself cannot be clearly defined.
The residual component, which presumably represents the effects of a larae
number of small causes is then subject to statistical analysis. As a result
of this analysis, one obtains a series of parameters of the time series that
define the significant causes and the statistical characteristics of the
residual component. If the hypothesis that the residual component represents
the result of a large number of small causes is valid, then the corollary is
that its distribution is normal and can be defined by two parameters (mean and
standard deviation). Tests of normality of the residual distribution can be
thus used to indicate if the hypothesis is acceptable or not. In case of
significant departure of residuals from normality the analysis must be
iterated and the search for important factors leading to non-normality of the
residuals expanded. It should be pointed out that the parameters definina the
significant causes as well as the residual distribution are only estimates of
the actual values since they are defined on the basis of a limited number of
data (a sample) belonging to an infinite population. Thus, all parameters of
the series are affected by time sampling errors and this must be recoanized in
the stochastic synthesis.

3.2 Stochastic Synthesis

Having determined the time series parameters, it is in theory possible to
express the flood of a given probability of exceedance in terms of these
parameters. However, in some instances the sequence of flood values in time
is required for simulation purposes. In such cases a long seauence of flows
is generated by a Monte Carlo technique and the probability of the extreme
estimated from it. In order to account for the time sampling errors of the
time series parameters, the synthesis by Monte Carlo techniques has to be
extended not only to the synthetic generation of the random component, but
also to the generation of the other parameters of the series.

As in other cases of hydrologic models with uncertainties regarding basic
assumptions, the model should be validated using split sampling techniques.
The errors of the validation sample are the ones that should be'used to make
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statistical or judgemental inferences about the validity of the model. Such

I inferences made on the basis of the errors of the calibration sample may be
misleading since in some cases the model represents an exercise in curve
fitting, rather than a mathematical formulation of valid physical and statis-
tical relationships.

3.3 Application of Stochastic Methods

Stochastic methods require, for practical application, the availabilitv of
computer technology. Nevertheless, such application should be made by means
of techniques that can be readily understood and checked at each step in the
course of the computation. The method suggested is believed to possess these
qualities. In addition, it has been successfully tested in a large scale
study carried out a few years ago in Canada.1'"

The stochastic technique suggested can be applied both to gauged and ungauqed
sites. When applied to an ungauged site, the technique involves the synthesis
of time series parameters which have larger errors, resulting from the inter-
polation involved to estimate them.

3.3.1 Gauged site

A site is considered gauged in the following circumstances:

(a) If there is a long period of record at the site. A lone oeriod of record
is defined for middle and higher latitudes (north of 40 N and south of 40 S)
as 30 years and for lower latitudes as 50 years of'record, provided there have
been no extreme meteorological events in the region that have not affected the
relevant basin; otherwise 50 and 70 years respectively.

(b) If the period of record can be extended by correlation with one or two
other gauges to a period of record equivalent to that indicated above. The
computation of the equivalent number of years should be carried out as
indicated by Fiering.

(c) If it can be demonstrated that the period of record provides a time
series of data having an error variance less than the error variance obtained
from a regional analysis. This check should.be made in accordance with the
methodology developed by Matalas and Gilroy.

The time series to be used consists of the series of maximum instantaneous or
maximum daily flows within a selected time interval At. The use of instan-
taneous maximums would be preferred if data are available in this form.
However, in most cases maximum daily flows will be considered and relation-
ships between maximum dailies and instantaneous maximums used to correct the
final results. The time interval At is selected by considering various
successively longer time intervals, selecting the corresponding iraximum flows,
eliminating the seasonal component as shown below and computing the autocorre-
lation coefficients for the various intervals. The time interval selected
would be the last but one for which the autocorrelation coefficient becomes
insignificant.
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The effect on flows of varimis causes cem be considered to be multiplicative
rather than additive (Chow , Kottegoda ). In view of this, time series of
flows are analyzed after a logarithmic transformation of the data.

The time series with the selected time interval is then analyzed for definable
significant causes and their effect eliminated. The usual definable sionifi-
cant causes that should be considered are:

(a) seasonal variation of meteorological conditions

(b) causes that may produce trends (e.g. urbanization, deforestation)

(c) causes that nay produce jumps (construction of large reservoirs, diver-
sions)

(d) effect of storage

The seasonal effect is removed from the time series by subtractina from eaz^i
value the mean value corresponding to the aiven season. Obviously, where it
is one year or longer the seasonal effect does not exist. Thus for each 0..,
where j represents the year and i the season, the value

is calculated where Q.. is the logarithm of the flow for the given i season, i
•year, and ^ is the mean for the i season.

Trends can be detected by graphical and statistical analysis (Yevjevich'1' )
of the time series and search of causes. Graphical analvsis can be carried
out by means of moving - average graphs. Detected trends should be removed
only if statistically significant at the 95« confidence level and suDoorted by
evidence of physical activity in the basin, or significant at the 99" level.
Trends are considered in the computation by their linear aDproximation. Where
a trend in the mean has been detected for a period starting from A , , and
ending at A t which are m At apart, and at the last point A represents a
total departure from the average up to 4., of S each vafue &.. in the
interval is corrected as follows

6, . b

where b is the number of time intervals separating A., from A.,.

Jumps (steosl. are also identified by graphical and statistical analysis
(Yevjevich ' ) and their existence accepted using conditions equivalent to
those set up for trends. Attention has to be paid to temporary jumps that may
occasionally occur particularly in connection with the filling of larqe
reservoirs. If a positive jump S~ occurs in the mean starting from value A
the value 5, is added to all values A., preceding A m . The corrected values
of A... are thus: 1J mn

A". = A fj + 62 (b)
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The effect of storage is removed by computing the autocorrelation coefficient
r for the series &•• corrected for trends and jumps as shown above. The
removal of the effect ̂ "s made by computing e.. values from the relationshio:

' J
sij = *1j - r A i , j-l (c)

z* • time series represents the random component of the time series.
* j

Tests of normality of the distribution of e..'s are carried out (Yevjevich c ) .
If the distribution of e. . is found to be significantly different from a
normal one a search for outliers is carried out. If outliers are found to be
the cause of non-normality, they are considered as one additional snecisl
significant cause (e.g., hurricanes in areas with infrecuent occurrences of
hurricanes, ice jams of exceptional size, etc.) and treated as such, i.e.,
removed and introduced at random intervals equivalent to intervals of their
observed occurrence. The statistical characteristics of outliers are synthe-
sized on the basis of the observed statistics by Monte Carlo techr.iaues as
shown further for other parameters of the time series.

If after consideration and removal of outliers e.. is not normally distributed
the analysis is iterated. In iteration the following additional oossible
causes of non-normality are investigated:

- seasonal variation in storage leading to a seasonal variable r

- changes with time of the storage characteristics of the basin leadina
to trends and/or jumps in the value of S.

After obtaining a normally distributed series of E.-,-'s, their standard error S
.is estimated. The latter, together with the values 0. and S, constitute the
parameters of the time series^ The standard error (E ) of each of the time
series parameters "P", (i.e., Q., r, S) is computed usTno the formulas shcvn
in Yevjevich1 and N sets of values of each parameter are obtained by means of
appropriate Monte Carlo techniques. The number N is obtained by dividina the
number of years for which synthesis is intended by the number of years of
record. For each of the above parameters P a number M of p. values is calcu-
lated using the formula

where P. is one of the N values of P, P is the estimated value of P, n. is
normally distributed random variate with zero mean and standard deviation
equal to one.

Each value of Sk is used to synthesize a time series sample of c, • havir.a a
size equal to tnat of the recorded sample by means of the the equation

£ij = Si nij

Each set of e.. is used to synthesize a corresponding set of &.. by means of a
synthesized value of r equation J
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If applicable, effects of trends and jumps are introduced by reversinp equa-
tions (a) and (b).

For each set of A.. a set of Q. • is computed by means of synthesized 0. values
and the formula J J

Effects of causes related to outliers is introduced using f-'onte Carlo tech-
niques as for any parameter.

A number of samples of time series can then be combined to aive samples of the
length required for the analysis. These samples can be analyzed for maximum
annual flows and probability curves obtained from the synthesized data arrays
in the sane-nmanner as in the case of the analysis of recorded data
(Yevjevich10'11).

By creating 100 samples of the sarre length and analyzing as indicated above
each sample separately, one obtains for each probability of interest 10"
values. When arranged in a decreasing (or increasing) array these orovice
values of the most probable estimates for the given probability (the median
value) and confidence limits corresponding to various percentages (obtained by
selecting the data on the 100 synthetic arrays corresponding to the qiven
confidence limit percentage).

The mean daily maximum flows of one of the rivers studied (Grand River at
Gait) were analyzed as indicated above. The analysis showed that the lenath
of a season for this river basin is three months. The results obtained bv
analyzing mean daily flows were used to synthesize 100 samDles of 10,000 years
of maximum flows. For this purpose it was necessary to generate over 4
million random normally distributed numbers to be used in the process o^
synthesis.

Each 10,000 year series was synthesized by generating 167 series of 50 years.
For each of the latter series the four seasonal mean values and the standard
deviation of the second order component, and the auto-correlation coefficient
were synthesized separately adding to their mean recorded values a random
component. Each random component was obtained by multiplying a different
random number from a normal distribution (0 mean, standard deviation eaual to
one) by the standard error of the corresponding parameter.

Each of the 100 samples was examined to establish the probability of exceed-
ance of a number of 15 given (reference) flows ranging from 2,000,000 to 800
cfs. In addition the largest and the smallest generated seasonal maximum mean
daily flow was also extracted from each 10,000 year synthetic series. The
results are summarized in Table III.

The flow exceedance data shown in Table III were used to calculate the maximum
flow with a probability of exceedance of 10" and the 5, 10, 90 and 95"
confidence limits. The maximum mean daily flow with probability of exceedance
of 10 /year has a value of about 661,300 cfs (18,728 nr/s) with lower and
upper 95% confidence limits of 468,700 and 1.071,900 cfs, cfs (13252) and
30300 m/s) respectively. Furthermore, if all 100 samples of 10,000 years are
considered together, it follows that the maximum mean daily flow with a
probability of exceedance of 10 /year is about 1,442,000 cfs (40,837 m / s ) .
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To obtain an estimation of the corresponding maximum instantaneous flows, a

I graphical relationship between maximum instantaneous and maximum mean daily
flows for the period of record was developed (Figure 3). This relationship
indicates that the ratio between the two sets of flows is on averaae 1.4 but

I
may be occasionally higher (up to 1.8). The analysis of the results of the
non-linear distributed model indicates that this ratio may be for very larae
flows slightly over 2. Given that most instantaneous flows are affected b"
errors that are much larger than those affecting the maximum mean daily flow,

1 it is considered conservative to assume that the maximum instantaneous flows
I with probability of excsedance of,10 and 10" /year are about 1,300,000 .and

2,900,000 cfs (36,916 and 82,128 m s) respectively. In other words, the flows
estimated by means of the P_KP-PMF distributed model have a probability of
exceedance varying between 10" and 10" /year.

3.3.2 Ungauged Sites

When a site is ungauged but there are gauges in the region, it is still
possible to apply the stochastic technique. This is done by synthesizing tire
series parameters at '.he site from relationships between the time series
parameters and the corresponding physiographic characteristics of the resnec-
tive basins.

The application of the technique in this case requires that stochastic
analysis is carried out as shown in 3.3.1 at each group site and the values of
the time series parameters (Q-'s, r, and S) defined. The mean standard error
of each parameter is also estimated as the mean of the standard' error at each
s i te.

Correlations between each of the time series Darameters as dependent variable
and the corresponding physiographic characteristics of each basin which mav
have a bearing on the maximum flow, such as drainage area, percent lake area,
percent forest area, percent urban area, slooe, and others (Solomon and
Jolly ) as independent variables are developed (Solomon and Jolly" ). The
values required to calculate the standard error of each estimate (Solomon" )
are retained for each of these correlations.

The correlations are then used to estimate the time series parameters at the
ungauged site. The error of each parameter is calculated as the square root
of the sum of the square of the average error of time sampling of ;he
parameter and the square of the error of estimate from the correlation between
the given time series parameter and the corresponding physiographic character-
istics of the river basin. Once the time series parameters and their error of
estimate have been calculated, the time series synthesis proceeds exactly as
for gauged sites (3.3.1).

This technique was used in the second river basin studied (Serpent River).
Results of validation of the technique when applied to a neighbouring river
basin (Aux Sables et Massey) which was not used in the model develooment are
shown in Figure 4. The frequency curve obtained (average curve) is very
consistent with the empirical frequency curve obtained on the basis of 65
years of record. The wide spread of the 90% confidence limits reflect the
large uncertainty resulting from the combined error of time sampling and error
of estimates by correlation.
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The application of the stochastic technique was refined in this case to take
into account the influence on maximum flows of changes in basin conditions due
to man's activity, in particular filling of some of the lakes with tailinas.
The technique was used in parallel with deterministic models which were
adapted in the framework of the study to estimate the design basis floods in
three basins of interest before and after development including the effect of
filling of a large lake with tailings. The results are summarized in Table
II. They indicate that values of PMP calculated using deterministic tech-
niques are of the same order of magnitude as flows with a Drobability of
exceedance of 10 to 10 /year, at the 505= and 90S confidence levels.

4. STOCHASTIC TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO WIND TIME SERIES

The stochastic technique can be readily extended to other time series with or
without seasonal components. As an illustration of such extension, the tine
series of winds located in or near the Serpent River basin were analysed or
discussed in Chapter 3. As a result of time series synthesis it-was concluded
that maximum wind speed with a probability of exceedance of 10"° to 10'Vyear
is of the order of 160-167 km/h. This compares well with estimates made by
means of deterministic considerations.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Stochastic and deterministic techniques lead to comoarable estimates of the
design basis flood provided that the choice of the probability of exceedance
for7estimating the design basis flood by the stochastic technique is 10" to
10 /year.

Conservatism requires that a distributed non-linear model be used as the
deterministic technique and that the values corresponding to the uDDer 90 to
95« confidence limit values be selected when applying "the stochastic tech-
nique.

The stochastic technique can be extended into a regional stochastic techniaue
applicable to ungauged sites. Such a regional model can be adjusted to
reflect the influence of man-induced changes on the maximum flows with various
probabilities of exceedance.

Both the rainfall runoff model and the unit hydrograoh technique can he
readily applied to ungauged sites and can be further extended to incorporate
the influence on the PMF, or other floods generated by severe storms, of
changes in percent area of lakes. However, the absolute values of the PMF
obtained by means of the unit hydrograph technique are significantly lower
than those obtained using the two other techniques. This result indicates
that the use of the unit hydrograph technique in estimating PMF values is not
conservative.

The stochastic technique can be used to estimate maximum wind speed values of
extremely low probability of exceedance. The application of the technique in
the Serpent River basin area, indicates that the maximum wind speed with a
probability of exceedance of 10 /year in this area is about 160 km/h. The
extension of the technique to other design parameters is also possible.
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TABLE II

Site

FMF Values and Flows With Low
Probability of Exceedance at Sites of

Interest in the Serpent River Basin (m /a)

PMF
by unit hydrograph

Can PMP US PMP

by rainfall-runoff model

Can PMP US PMP

Flows with
low probability of exceedance (per year)

50% confidence level 90% confidence lev,el

10-6 10-7 10" 10"
Crotch lake Outlet

a) before develop-
ment

b) after development

Strouth Lake
a) before development

b) after development

Poppy Lake

a) before development

b) after development

25

42

16

22

18

23

42

70

27

36

28

39

112

300

51

73

38

81

190

455

91

129

65

140

31

23

9

17

8

19

40

30

12

21

11

24

136

136

45

76

49

85

195

196

64

109

71

122
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Figure 4. Frequency curve of maximum daily flows of Aux Sables River at
Massey.
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